COREpath
INSTALL THE PERFECT GRAVEL PATHWAY YOURSELF
CORE Path is the perfect solution for pathways and small areas that
require the natural beauty of gravel with the stability of the CORE
Landscape Products system.
No more raking, no more muddy feet - CORE Path provides a firm, sturdy
surface that requires minimal maintenance whatever the weather.

Not exactly as shown
We offer a higher quality white,
virgin plastic then recycled,
black plastic shown here

GRAVEL PATHWAY STABILIZATION
CORE Path comes in a handy install pack containing 6 sheets measuring
575mm x 400mm, with a grid depth of 18mm.
The pack will cover a total area of 1.38m2. At an average pathway width
of 800mm, the pack will surface a 1.7m long pathway. CORE Path makes
gravel suitable for; wheelbarrows, foot traffic, wheelchairs, bicycles and
much, much more.

SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR DO IT YOURSELF APPLICATION
It's as easy as 1, 2, and 3!
1. PREPARE A FIRM BASE
Prepare the ground to a “firm underfoot” condition. Dependant on soil condition,
this may require a thin layer of roadcrush. Now simply level over with
approximately 10-20 mm (2/5" - 4/5") of sharp sand.

Estimated prep time - 20 mins per pack

2. CLIP THE PANELS IN PLACE
Clip the panels in place with the geotextile face down. Cut to shape with pruning
shears, utility knife or scissors, using protective gloves to avoid abrasions.

Estimated prep time - 10 mins per pack

3. FILL THE CELLS
Fill the hexagon cells with your chosen gravel (suggested gravel size 6 to 12 mm)
(1/4" - 1/2"). Then brush over the gravel, covering CORE Path by approx. 10 mm
(1/2"), so the hexagon cells are just out of sight.

Estimated prep time - 5 mins per pack

And that's it!
Your COREpath is now complete and ready for your backyard enjoyment.
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